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Metabolism is central to DOE missions 
in Genomics 

•  Bioenergy 
 
• Contaminant 

Bioremediation 
 
• Understanding 

Earth’s 
biogeochemical 
cycles 
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Median bacterial genome: 
     3261 protein coding genes and 
     971 “hypothetical” genes 

The need: Sequencing is now fast and easy but 
assigning function remains tedious and slow.  

Classical methods are still used for 
functional assignment: 1 gene, 1 
protein=  1 PhD 

Determining the function of this 
’genomic dark matter’ is one of the 
grand challenges in microbiology.  

Tremendous advances in 
sequencing 



Metabolomics provides a functional  
complement genomics   

Mass spectrometry based metabolomics provides a direct 
functional readout that can be linked to gene function 

Genomics 
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Sample independent: 
suitable for unsequenced 

organisms and 
communities 

HPLC 
(C18; hilic) 

MS/MSMetabolite identification
&

Quantification

C18NEG/255.22807/3.39329/Hexadecanoic	  acid;	  
C18NEG/255.22862/4.89002/Hexadecanoic	  acid;	  
C18NEG/248.8424/1.47135/24-‐Dibromophenol;	  
C18NEG/112.98576/27.34079/Acetylenedicarboxylate;	  
C18NEG/270.82471/1.34821/	  
C18NEG/168.88735/1.29241/	  	  

metabolite solvent 
extraction

LC-MS/MS Workflow 



Metabolite profiling has unique challenges 
vs. DNA sequencing and proteomics 
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Can’t yet assign metabolite structure de 
novo 

Peptide fragment 
analysis 

Metabolite fragment analysis 

X X 



Metabolite identification is ideally based on 
comparison with authentic standards 
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Can’t yet assign metabolite structure de 
novo 

Metabolite fragment analysis 



Endometabolomics 
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Detection of intracellular metabolites provides rich information on biosynthetic capacities 



Exometabolomics (A.K.A. metabolic 
footprinting) 
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Valine 

Detection of the uptake or release of metabolites provides information on nutrient cycling 
and physiology 



Exometabolomics to deconstruct 
intraspecific interactions 
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Valine 

Tryptophan 



Exometabolomics approach 

Measuring changes in a defined 
pool of metabolites (including 
unknowns) after culture growth 
is a tractable approach well 
suited to complement 
sequencing efforts 

LC/MS 
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Direct coupling to genetics 
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Example: Cyanobacteria govern a large 
fraction of global carbon cycling 

14 

Marine Cyanobacteria 



Example: Examination heterotrophic 
capabilities of Synechococcus sp 
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Widely distributed and globally important 
in carbon cycling 
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Sample independent: 
suitable for unsequenced 

organisms and 
communities 

HPLC 
(C18; hilic) 

MS/MSMetabolite identification
&

Quantification

C18NEG/255.22807/3.39329/Hexadecanoic	  acid;	  
C18NEG/255.22862/4.89002/Hexadecanoic	  acid;	  
C18NEG/248.8424/1.47135/24-‐Dibromophenol;	  
C18NEG/112.98576/27.34079/Acetylenedicarboxylate;	  
C18NEG/270.82471/1.34821/	  
C18NEG/168.88735/1.29241/	  	  

metabolite solvent 
extraction

Endometabolomics on 
Synechococcus sp. PCC7002 



Detect many ‘novel’ metabolites 
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l  Previously only to attributed to non-yeast-
fungi and Actinomycetales bacteria 

l  The thiol form is called Ergothioneine 
(named for the ergot fungus from which it 
was isolated in 1909) 

l  Scavenges hydroxyl radicals, 
hypochlorous acid, inhibits radical 
production by metals 

l  It is not made by humans but is 
transported by a specific transporter ETT, 
abundant in some tissues.  

l  Mutation in ETT are associated with 
Crohn’s disease and rheumatoid arthritis.  



Approach: Compare metabolites taken 
up  from rich media 
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Found broad heterotrophic capabilities 
esp. for ‘self’ metabolites 



Example: Integrating KO’s and exometabolomics 
for Enzyme/ Transporter discovery  
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Results: Obtained direct biochemical 
support for both known and novel genes 
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Validation of activities and specificity 

a - incubation with histidine
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b - incubation with ergothioneine
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•  SO0098 required for the utilization of histidine as a nitrogen source 
•  SO3057 (paralog of SO0098) required for the utilization of ergothioneine 
•  Cloned and purified proteins and showed predicted activities and substrate 

specificities in vitro 



Exo-metabolomics to study nutrient 
cycling in biological soil crusts 
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Exometabolite investigation of 
metabolite webs 

Release 

Uptake 

M. vaginatus 
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Transcript abundance 

metabolite abundance Correlation of 
transcripts w/ 
metabolites 
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Metabolite 

 DNA synthesis + exometabolomics 

Metabolite 

 DNA mutagenesis + exometabolomics 

Additional opportunities for integrating 
exometabolomics with JGI genomics 
•  Investigation of plant-

microbe interactions. 
•  Integration of 

transcriptomics with 
metabolomics. 

•  Exometabolomic 
analysis of gene 
knockouts (e.g. 
FEBA).  

•  Sequencing and 
exometabolomic 
analysis of mutant or 
strain collections. 

•  DNA synthesis + 
exometabolomics to ID 
gene function 
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Example of results: MTA/SAH 
Nucleosidase 
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